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Ronney is an introverted young woman with a disgraceful appearance. She lives humbly in one of the poorest neighborhoods of Sheryl Valley, a town corrupted by the mafia in Southern California. With no diploma, she works
hard in her parents' restaurant and provides voice-overs for children's animated movies during the weekend. In accordance with a long-standing family tradition, Ronney's twenty-fifth birthday celebration comes with a
dare from her cousins: she must knock on the front door of the infamous Khan household. The Khans' reputation proceeds them, rumored to be in association with the mafia. But when Ronney knocks on the door, before she has
the chance to run, the Khan family matriarch, Camilia, takes an interest in Ronney. Romney's lack of conventional beauty and disinterest in fashion draws Camilia in, leading her to offer Ronney the position of personal
assistant to her eldest son, Yeraz, with a substantial salary at stake. It's an offer Ronney cannot refuse. To keep her job, Ronney's task is simple: do not fall in love with Yeraz. "Easy," she thinks. But what if
destiny decides otherwise? Ugly Ronneyis a romance in which the heroes enter the gallery of legendary lovers.
It is a matter of fact that technological innovation is deeply impacting on our culture, society, economy and labour market. The massive and widespread use of Artificial Intelligence and the strengthening of the
collaborative economy (also known as ‘gig’ or ‘platform’ economy) are blurring the traditional legal categories and creating new requirements for protection for employed and self-employed workers. This book represents a
tool to understand where we are and where we are going, focusing on old and new legal categories and labour market policies. The chapters included in this volume cover different disciplines, such as legal informatics,
labour law, social security law, civil law, and tort law, in order to offer scholars and legal specialists an overall view of ongoing changes, challenges and opportunities from a European Union law perspective.
The 22nd edition of the JURIX conference was held in Rotterdam on the 17th and 18th December and was hosted by the Erasmus University Rotterdam. While the conference was back to its country of origin, JURIX continues to
attract a wide international audience. This year, the conference received submissions from all five continents. This clearly demonstrates the lively and growing interest for the highly interdisciplinary discipline of
legal informatics. The selection of papers for this edition of JURIX covers a wide variety of topics in legal informatics, including contributions on established fields such as legal document management, argumentation,
case based reasoning, dispute resolution, support for legal drafting and ontologies, to emerging areas such as regulatory compliance, normative multi-agent systems and game theory, as well as application areas, for
example, fraud detection, legal tutoring systems and legal decision support systems.
IISFA Memberbook 2015 Digital Forensicscondivisione della conoscenza tra i membri dell'Iisfa Italian ChapterAvailability, Reliability, and Security in Information SystemsIFIP WG 8.4, 8.9, TC 5 International Cross-Domain
Conference, CD-ARES 2014 and 4th InternationalWorkshop on Security and Cognitive Informatics for Homeland Defense, SeCIHD 2014, Fribourg, Switzerland, September 8-12, 2014. ProceedingsSpringer
Cyber Forensics
Learning IOS Forensics - Second Edition
Distributed Computing in Big Data Analytics
Handling and Exchanging Electronic Evidence Across Europe
Legal Knowledge and Information Systems
Understanding Digital Evidence from the Warrant to the Courtroom
Internet of Things

The development of connected, communicating objects is showing no signs of slowing down. With an increasing number of objects available on the market, the evolution of the Internet of Things is leading to more and more fields being explored via information and communication sciences. This book
analyzes the ecosystem of the Internet of Things by retracing the historical and technological context of the Internet's evolution from traditional to dynamic, social and semantic, and then towards this ecosystem of connected objects. The evolution of concepts surrounding the Internet of Things is explored
via real-life examples of connected objects; both those used for specific functions and for more general everyday objects. Numerous issues associated with these new technological and digital transformations in a "hyperconnected" world, as well as the impact of the massive influx of connected objects, are
discussed. The crucial questions of potential intrusion into the private lives of users as well that of security are then studied.
Based on author's dissertation (doctoral)--Universiteit Antwerpen, 2011, under title: The Principle of Mutual Recognition in the EU Internal Market and the EU Criminal Justice Area
Cybercrime and cybersecurity are of increasingly high profile not only within law enforcement but among policy makers, legal professionals and the general public. The establishment of the European Cybercrime Centre at Europol and the recent publication of guidelines on the prosecution of social media
cases by the Director of Public Prosecutions serve as illustrations of the reach and impact of cybercrime related issues. As more of our day to day lives are conducted via digital mediums, cybercrime has ceased to be a purely specialist area and as technologies rapidly evolve and advance so do the challenges
and threats raised, making it more important than ever for practitioners working in this area to stay up to date. Building on the detailed legal analysis in the first edition, this updated text remains the only comprehensive work to cover the complete lifecycle of cybercrimes, from their commission to their
investigation and prosecution. With its clear and accessible structure, Computer Crimes and Digital Investigations provides essential guidance on the substantive and procedural aspects of cybercrimes for both experienced practitioners and for those new to the field. Substantial developments have occurred
since the publication of the first edition of this work, in terms of the threats faced, the legislation and case law, and the response of law enforcement. The second edition will include new material on topics such as cyberwarfare; orders made against convicted criminals; and issues of surveillance and
interception as well as expanded discussions of cyber security policy and laws, intermediary liability, developments in policing activities and prosecution policies, and developments in cross-border search and seizure and mutual legal assistance and extradition. An expanded comparative discussion of law
and policy within the EU and under the Budapest Convention, as well as other international organizations such as the United Nations, places cybercrime in its international context.
Policing is changing rapidly and radically. An increasingly complex array of public, private and municipal bodies - as well as public police forces - are engaged in the provision of regulation and security. Consequently, it is difficult to think of security provision primarily in terms of what the public police do,
and so the terminology of 'fragmented' or 'plural' policing systems has become well-established within criminology and police science. 'Plural policing' is now a central issue within criminology and police studies throughout the world, and there is now a large and growing body of research and theory
concerned with its extent, nature and governance. To date, however, this work has been dominated by Anglo-American perspectives. This volume takes a detailed comparative look at the development of plural policing, and provides the most up-to-date work of reference for scholars in this field. Edited by
two of the world's leading authorities on policing, and including individual contributions from internationally recognised experts in criminology and police studies, this is the first ever volume to focus on ‘plural policing’ internationally, and to draw together empirical evidence on its developments in a
formal comparative framework.
Normal and Pathologic Findings
True Accounts of Slave Rescues: Then and Now
The Impact of Disruptive Technologies in the Labour Market
Introduction to Cryptography
Atlas of CT Angiography
Comparative Policing from a Legal Perspective
A Field Manual for Collecting, Examining, and Preserving Evidence of Computer Crimes
Given our increasing dependency on computing technology in daily business processes, and the growing opportunity to use engineering technologies to engage in illegal, unauthorized, and unethical acts aimed at corporate infrastructure, every organization is at risk. Cyber Forensics: A Field Manual for
Collecting, Examining, and Preserving Evidence o
Big data technologies are used to achieve any type of analytics in a fast and predictable way, thus enabling better human and machine level decision making. Principles of distributed computing are the keys to big data technologies and analytics. The mechanisms related to data storage, data access, data
transfer, visualization and predictive modeling using distributed processing in multiple low cost machines are the key considerations that make big data analytics possible within stipulated cost and time practical for consumption by human and machines. However, the current literature available in big data
analytics needs a holistic perspective to highlight the relation between big data analytics and distributed processing for ease of understanding and practitioner use. This book fills the literature gap by addressing key aspects of distributed processing in big data analytics. The chapters tackle the essential
concepts and patterns of distributed computing widely used in big data analytics. This book discusses also covers the main technologies which support distributed processing. Finally, this book provides insight into applications of big data analytics, highlighting how principles of distributed computing are
used in those situations. Practitioners and researchers alike will find this book a valuable tool for their work, helping them to select the appropriate technologies, while understanding the inherent strengths and drawbacks of those technologies.
La rivoluzione digitale è ormai un processo irreversibile, professionisti e cittadini operano quotidianamente integrati in ambienti digitali, per attività giuridiche, economiche e sociali. Dunque ormai, non si può prescindere dal possedere conoscenze informatiche. Il volume si prefigge di coadiuvare, in una
visione lineare e fruibile a tutti, lo sviluppo di approfondimenti sulle tecnologie dell’informazione e della comunicazione digitale con una progressione verso l’analisi degli aspetti tecnici dell’informatica forense. L’individuazione e la gestione della prova informatica, le differenti tipologie di cybercrime e
computer crime, il deep e dark web, la social network analysis così come le criptovalute e gli strumenti di investigazione di live forensics, post mortem forensics e mobile forensics, sono solo alcuni dei temi trattati dagli autori.
A practical guide to analyzing iOS devices with the latest forensics tools and techniquesAbout This Book- This book is a comprehensive update to Learning iOS Forensics- This practical book will not only cover the critical aspects of digital forensics, but also mobile forensics- Whether you're a forensic
analyst or an iOS developer, there's something in this book for you- The authors, Mattia Epifani and Pasquale Stirparo, are respected members of the community, they go into extensive detail to cover critical topics Who This Book Is ForThe book is for digital forensics analysts, incident response analysts,
IT security experts, and malware analysts. It would be beneficial if you have basic knowledge of forensicsWhat You Will Learn- Identify an iOS device between various models (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch) and verify the iOS version installed- Crack or bypass the protection passcode chosen by the userAcquire, at the most detailed level, the content of an iOS Device (physical, advanced logical, or logical)- Recover information from a local backup and eventually crack the backup password- Download back-up information stored on iCloud- Analyze system, user, and third-party information from a device,
a backup, or iCloud- Examine malicious apps to identify data and credential theftsIn DetailMobile forensics is used within many different domains, but is chiefly employed in the field of information security. By understanding common attack vectors and vulnerability points, security professionals can
develop measures and examine system architectures to harden security on iOS devices. This book is a complete manual on the identification, acquisition, and analysis of iOS devices, updated to iOS 8 and 9.You will learn by doing, with various case studies. The book covers different devices, operating
system, and apps. There is a completely renewed section on third-party apps with a detailed analysis of the most interesting artifacts. By investigating compromised devices, you can work out the identity of the attacker, as well as what was taken, when, why, where, and how the attack was conducted. Also
you will learn in detail about data security and application security that can assist forensics investigators and application developers. It will take hands-on approach to solve complex problems of digital forensics as well as mobile forensics.Style and approachThis book provides a step-by-step approach that
will guide you through one topic at a time.This intuitive guide focuses on one key topic at a time. Building upon the acquired knowledge in each chapter, we will connect the fundamental theory and practical tips by illustrative visualizations and hands-on code examples.
Availability, Reliability, and Security in Information Systems
Fallocaust
Diplomatics
Manga Melech
IISFA Memberbook 2015 Digital Forensics
Principles and Applications
Slave Stealers
Annotation.
This book constitutes the refereed contest reports of the 1st International Workshop, VAAM 2014, held in Stockholm, Sweden, in August 2014. The 10 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 13 submissions. The aim of this workshop is to provide an overview of state
of the art methods for audience measurements in retail and Digital Signage, end-users attraction, and stimulate the creation of appropriate benchmark dataset to be used as reference for the development of novel audience measurement algorithms. Papers are invited under the following topics:
demographics and modeling consumer behaviour.
This is a story which will make your heart sing - a story for all the family to read together. Young Judy discovers an unexpected package in her grandfather's old study. She has never met her grandfather (Poppy) as he died before she was born, but Judy is the one to unearth the puzzle which Poppy
left for his family. To find the treasure which Poppy left, the family must first solve every riddle which he wrote on a beautiful scroll, and carefully wrapped in a a rich purple velvet bag. Unless they solve the puzzles, they won't find the treasure. See if you can solve the puzzles before the family does.
What has Poppy left them as an inheritance? Have fun with the story and enjoy the Omega Prize at the end.
This is The Ultimate Blueprint for Building & Launching A Business Do you have an idea for an incredible product or service, but you aren't sure how to build a business around it? Are you full of passion and purpose, but need business coaching and mentorship? Whether you are an aspiring
entrepreneur or an expert looking to innovate, From Idea to Reality is the only reference tool you will need to start a business from the ground up. It is designed to give you clarity, focus, and an amazing action plan for growth. This is a book for anyone looking to build any type of business. It was
created for those who like to take action on their dreams. Business and entrepreneurship students, small and mid-size business owners, managers, and soon-to-be entrepreneurs will all find a wealth of value within the pages of From Idea to Reality. This book begins with expert guidance on how to
build your passion, find your purpose and develop enough self-awareness to take you to the next level of success. The second half zooms in to reveal the essentials and presents a system for creating a strong brand and a viable business. Each chapter contains the keys to success: branding,
marketing, and business strategies that are written in plain English by, Jean Paul Paulynice a successful MBA finance and marketing expert.
Janey the Vet
Computer Crimes and Digital Investigations
Intelligent Robotic Systems
Video Analytics for Audience Measurement
Evolutions and Innovations
Digital Forensics for Legal Professionals
Forensic Science, Computers and the Internet
Computer vision is the science and technology of making machines that see. It is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of algorithms that can automatically process visual data to recognize objects, track and recover their shape and spatial layout. The International Computer Vision Summer
School - ICVSS was established in 2007 to provide both an objective and clear overview and an in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art research in Computer Vision. The courses are delivered by world renowned experts in the field, from both academia and industry and cover both theoretical and practical
aspects of real Computer Vision problems. The school is organized every year by University of Cambridge (Computer Vision and Robotics Group) and University of Catania (Image Processing Lab). Different topics are covered each year. This edited volume contains a selection of articles covering some of the
talks and tutorials held during the last editions of the school. The chapters provide an in-depth overview of challenging areas with key references to the existing literature.
Public police forces are a regular phenomenon in most jurisdictions around the world, yet their highly divergent legal context draws surprisingly little attention. Bringing together a wide range of police experts from all around the world, this book provides an overview of traditional and emerging fields of
public policing, New material and findings are presented with an international-comparative perspective, it is a must-read for students of policing, security and law and professionals in related fields.
From Wall Street to Harlem, the borough of Manhattan is the setting for all-new stories of mystery, murder, and suspense, presented by best-selling author Mary Higgins Clark and featuring an exclusive Jack Reacher story by Lee Child, as well as other takes from top Mystery Writers of America authors. In
Lee Child's “The Picture of the Lonely Diner,” legendary drifter Jack Reacher interrupts a curious stand-off in the shadow of the Flatiron Building. In Jeffery Deaver’s “The Baker of Bleecker Street,” an Italian immigrant becomes ensnared in WWII espionage. And in “The Five-Dollar Dress,” Mary Higgins
Clark unearths the contents of a mysterious hope chest found in an apartment on Union Square. With additional stories from T. Jefferson Parker, S. J. Rozan, Nancy Pickard, Ben H. Winters, Brendan DuBois, Persia Walker, Jon L. Breen, N. J. Ayres, Angela Zeman, Thomas H. Cook, Judith Kelman,
Margaret Maron, Justin Scott, and Julie Hyzy, Manhattan Mayhem is teeming with red herrings, likely suspects, and thoroughly satisfying mysteries.
If you are a digital forensics examiner daily involved in the acquisition and analysis of mobile devices and want to have a complete overview of how to perform your work on iOS devices, this book is definitely for you.
The Book of Arabic Wisdom and Guile
E-Detective. L’informatica giuridica e le applicazioni della digital forensics
From Idea to Reality
Learning IOS Forensics
Cybercrime
IFIP WG 8.4, 8.9, TC 5 International Cross-Domain Conference, CD-ARES 2014 and 4th InternationalWorkshop on Security and Cognitive Informatics for Homeland Defense, SeCIHD 2014, Fribourg, Switzerland, September 8-12, 2014. Proceedings
New Uses for an Old Science

Over two hundred and thirty years ago the Fallocaust happened, killing almost everything that lived and creating what is now known as the greywastes. A dead wasteland where cannibalism is a necessity, death your reality, and life before the radiation nothing but pictures in dog-eared
magazines. Reaver is a greywaster, living in a small block controlled by a distant ruler said to have started the Fallocaust. He is a product of the savage world he was raised in and prides himself on being cold and cruel. Then someone new to his town catches his eye, someone different
than everyone else. Without knowing why he starts to silently stalk him, unaware of where it will lead him.
Il trattato approfondisce, in modo completo ed esaustivo, le principali questioni del diritto penale e processuale penale legate alle tecnologie informatiche. Ha una destinazione scientifica e professionale ed è suddiviso in 4 parti: - Parte I - DIRITTO PENALE SOSTANZIALE. Questioni e
prospettive di fondo: una visione d'insieme sulla responsabilità penale dell’Internet Provider e degli enti per i reati informatici ex D.lgs. 231, sulle fonti internazionali ed europee e sulla validità nello spazio della legge penale. - Parte II - DIRITTO PENALE SOSTANZIALE. Tematiche di
carattere specifico: ad esempio, Cyberterrorismo, istigazione a delinquere via Web, tutela dei minori e pedopornografia telematica, Cyberstalking, Cyberbullismo, tutela della libertà e della riservatezza della persona, falsità informatiche, furto di identità digitale, diffamazione via web,
frodi informatiche e truffe on line, Cybericiclaggio, riservatezza e diritto alla Privacy, diritto d’autore, indebita utilizzazione di carte di credito. - Parte III - DIRITTO PENALE SOSTANZIALE. Le nuove frontiere: robotica, biorobotica, potenziamento cognitivo, profili penali
dell'Internet of Things. - Parte IV - DIRITTO PROCESSUALE PENALE. Documento informatico, prove atipiche, Convenzione di Budapest, ispezioni, perquisizioni e sequestri di dati e sistemi, misure atte a garantire la ripetibilità dell'atto di indagine “informatica”, indagini di digital
forensics, competenza della procura distrettuale, data retention, collaborazione internazionale tra autorità investigative e giudiziarie, intercettazioni a mezzo del c.d. captatore informatico, il caso “Apple-F.B.I.”, indagini informatiche in relazione al cloud computing, indagini informatiche
per i reati commessi a mezzo del deep web.
Renowned authority Luciana Duranti, examines the organizational and evaluative effectiveness of diplomatic concepts in the context of modern records and archival systems, and looks at the relationship between originality and authenticity in records.
In Everyday Harumi, now reissed as an attractive jacketed paperback, Harumi Kurihara, Japan's most popular cookery writer, selects her favourite foods and presents more than 60 new home-style recipes for you to make for family and friends. Harumi wants everyone to be able to
make her recipes and she demonstrates how easy it is to cook Japanese food for every day occasions without needing to shop at specialist food stores. Using many of her favourite ingredients, Harumi presents recipes for soups, starters, snacks, party dishes, main courses and family feasts
that are quick and simple to prepare, all presented in her effortless, down-to-earth and unpretentious approach to stylish living and eating. Every recipe is photographed and includes beautiful step-by-step instructions that show key Japanese cooking techniques. Texture and flavour are
important to Japanese food and Harumi takes you through the basic sauces you can make at home and the staples you should have in your store cupboard. Photographed by award-winning photographer Jason Lowe, this warm and approachable cookbook invites you to cook and share
Japanese food in a simple and elegant style.
Digital Evidence and Computer Crime
Concepts, Technologies and Applications
A Comparative Perspective
New Crime Stories from Mystery Writers of America
The Book of L
Policy Transfer And Criminal Justice
Manhattan Mayhem

Follow two abolitionists who fought one of the most shockingly persistent evils of the world: human trafficking and sexual exploitation of slaves. Told in alternating chapters from perspectives spanning more than a century apart, read the riveting 19th century first-hand account of Harriet Jacobs and the modern-day eyewitness
account of Timothy Ballard. Harriet Jacobs was an African-American, born into slavery in North Carolina in 1813. She thwarted the sexual advances of her master for years until she escaped and hid in the attic crawl space of her grandmother's house for seven years before escaping north to freedom. She published an
autobiography of her life, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, which was one of the first open discussions about sexual abuse endured by slave women. She was an active abolitionist, associated with Frederick Douglass, and, during the Civil War, used her celebrity to raise money for black refugees. After the war, she worked to
improve the conditions of newly-freed slaves. As a former Special Agent for the Department of Homeland Security who has seen the horrors and carnage of war, Timothy Ballard founded a modern-day "underground railroad" which has rescued hundreds of children from being fully enslaved, abused, or trafficked in third-world
countries. His story includes the rescue and his eventual adoption of two young siblings--Mia and Marky, who were born in Haiti. Section 2 features the lives of five abolitionists, a mix of heroes from past to present, who call us to action and teach us life lessons based on their own experiences: Harriet Tubman--The "Conductor";
Abraham Lincoln--the "Great Emancipator"; Little Mia--the sister who saved her little brother; Guesno Mardy--the Haitian father who lost his son to slave traders; and Harriet Jacobs--a teacher for us all.
"Digital Evidence and Computer Crime" provides the knowledge necessary to uncover and use digital evidence effectively in any kind of investigation. This completely updated edition provides the introductory materials that new students require, and also expands on the material presented in previous editions to help students
develop these skills.
This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the occasion of his 60th birthday on November 17, 1985. Contributions range from mathematics and theoretical computer science to biology. Aristid Lindenmayer introduced language-theoretic models for developmental biology in 1968. Since then the models have been cus
tomarily referred to as L systems. Lindenmayer's invention turned out to be one of the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary science: work in one area (developmental biology) induces most fruitful ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and automata, and formal power series). As evident from the articles and
references in this book, the in terest in L systems is continuously growing. For newcomers the first contact with L systems usually happens via the most basic class of L systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero context between developing cells. It has been a major typographical problem that printers are unable to
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distinguish between 0 (zero) and 0 (oh). Thus, DOL was almost always printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that way. However, this misunderstanding turned out to be very fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be read in the suggestive way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of researchers have
followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as contributors to this book. Of the many who could not contribute, we in particular regret the absence of A. Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose influence in the theory of L systems has been most significant.
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space, geography, and weather.
Registration and Recognition in Images and Videos
condivisione della conoscenza tra i membri dell'Iisfa Italian Chapter
Simple Japanese food for family and friends
An Entrepreneur's Guide to Meaningful Business Growth
Saving Sri Lanka's Street Dogs
The Principle of Mutual Recognition in EU Law
The Omega Prize

'Janey is like a whirlwind of selflessness. A beautiful spirit in a beautiful country doing a beautiful thing. I encourage my children to be more 'Janey'. With more positive spirits like Janey, the world would be a better place.' - Ben Fogle In 2014 and in her mid-twenties, Janey
Lowes had been a vet for just two years when she left her home in County Durham and went travelling. Visiting Sri Lanka, she was horrified to see the state of so many of the island's dogs, in particular the three million strays. Over 5,000 miles from home, Janey decided there
and then that she was going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything within her power to help them. She raised £10,000 to get started, setting up a charity called WECare Worldwide, and began work. Frightened, determined and excited all at the same time, she
found a local who was willing to work with her and began scouring the streets for dogs in need. Some she patched up as best she could at the roadside, others she brought back and treated in a make-shift surgery she had cobbled together in her new home. With very little
equipment, she and her small team came up with new and ingenious ways to treat the animals. In this highly inspiring and heartfelt book full of challenges and adventure, Janey introduces us to her world and the tireless work she carries out. As she says, 'I feel as though all
these dogs are my dogs and I have a responsibility to them.' In it, we meet many of the colourful characters who have come to offer help, along with innumerable street dogs who have suffered all sorts of trauma and injury, only to be scooped up by Janey and her team and
saved.
THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS! Ace the GRE verbal sections with 800+ words you need to know to excel. This eBook edition has been optimized for onscreen viewing with cross-linked quiz questions, answers, and explanations. Improving your vocabulary is one
of the most important steps you can take to enhance your GRE verbal score. The Princeton Review's GRE Power Vocab is filled with useful definitions and study tips for over 800 words, along with skills for decoding unfamiliar ones. You'll also find strategies that help to liven up
flashcards and boost memorization techniques. Everything You Need to Help Achieve a High Score. • 800+ of the most frequently used vocab words to ensure that you work smarter, not harder • Effective exercises and games designed to develop mnemonics and root
awareness • Secondary definitions to help you avoid the test's tricks and traps Practice Your Way to Perfection. • Over 60 quick quizzes to help you remember what you've learned • Varied drills using antonyms, analogies, and sentence completions to assess your knowledge •
A diagnostic final exam to check that you've mastered the vocabulary necessary for getting a great GRE score
This book covers key concepts of cryptography, from encryption and digital signatures to cryptographic protocols, presenting techniques and protocols for key exchange, user ID, electronic elections and digital cash. Advanced topics include bit security of one-way functions and
computationally perfect pseudorandom bit generators. Assuming no special background in mathematics, it includes chapter-ending exercises and the necessary algebra, number theory and probability theory in the appendix. This edition offers new material including a complete
description of the AES, a section on cryptographic hash functions, new material on random oracle proofs, and a new section on public-key encryption schemes that are provably secure against adaptively-chosen-ciphertext attacks.
This atlas presents normal and pathologic findings observed on CT angiography with 3D reconstruction in a diverse range of clinical applications, including the imaging of cerebral, carotid, thoracic, coronary, abdominal and peripheral vessels. The superb illustrations display the
excellent anatomic detail obtained with CT angiography and depict the precise location of affected structures and lesion severity. Careful comparisons between normal imaging features and pathologic appearances will assist the reader in image interpretation and treatment
planning and the described cases include some very rare pathologies. In addition, the technical principles of the modality are clearly explained and guidance provided on imaging protocols. This atlas will be of value both to those in training and to more experienced practitioners
within not only radiology but also cardiovascular surgery, neurosurgery, cardiology and neurology.
The Subtle Ruse
Weird But True 9
JURIX 2009: The Twenty-Second Annual Conference
Legal Issues in the Digital Economy
First International Workshop, VAAM 2014, Stockholm, Sweden, August 24, 2014. Revised Selected Papers
Gaia Cominato
Plural Policing
This volume offers a general overview on the handling and regulating electronic evidence in Europe, presenting a standard for the exchange process. Chapters explore the nature of electronic evidence and readers
will learn of the challenges involved in upholding the necessary standards and maintaining the integrity of information. Challenges particularly occur when European Union member states collaborate and evidence is
exchanged, as may be the case when solving a cybercrime. One such challenge is that the variety of possible evidences is so wide that potentially anything may become the evidence of a crime. Moreover, the
introduction and the extensive use of information and communications technology (ICT) has generated new forms of crimes or new ways of perpetrating them, as well as a new type of evidence. Contributing authors
examine the legal framework in place in various EU member states when dealing with electronic evidence, with prominence given to data protection and privacy issues. Readers may learn about the state of the art
tools and standards utilized for treating and exchanging evidence, and existing platforms and environments run by different Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) at local and central level. Readers will also discover the
operational point of view of LEAs when dealing with electronic evidence, and their requirements and expectations for the future. Finally, readers may consider a proposal for realizing a unique legal framework for
governing in a uniform and aligned way the treatment and cross border exchange of electronic evidence in Europe. The use, collection and exchange of electronic evidence in the European Union context and the
rules, practises, operational guidelines, standards and tools utilized by LEAs, judges, Public prosecutors and other relevant stakeholders are all covered in this comprehensive work. It will appeal to researchers in
both law and computer science, as well as those with an interest in privacy, digital forensics, electronic evidence, legal frameworks and law enforcement.
A multiplicity of techniques and angles of attack are incorporated in 18 contributions describing recent developments in the structure, architecture, programming, control, and implementation of industrial robots
capable of performing intelligent action and decision making. Annotation copyright Book
"The rise and fall of kings and nations!"--Cover.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of two workshops: the International Cross-Domain Conference and Workshop on Availability, Reliability and Security, CD-ARES 2014, and the 4th International
Workshop on Security and Cognitive Informatics for Homeland Defense, SeCIHD 2014, co-located with the International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2014, held in Fribourg, Switzerland, in
September 2014. The 23 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers deal with knowledge management, software security, mobile and social
computing, enterprise information systems, homeland security and information processing.
GRE Power Vocab
Nuove tecnologie e processo penale
Everyday Harumi
Ugly Ronney
L’eBook analizza i nuovi ritrovati ad alto contenuto tecnologico e le delicate questioni connesse al loro utilizzo in sede penale. Il testo offre una ricognizione dello stato della normativa e della giurisprudenza e prospetta le possibili applicazioni future con esempi di
sperimentazioni già avviate in altri contesti internazionali. Ogni giorno l’evoluzione tecnologica aumenta le potenzialità investigative all’interno del processo penale. Lo sviluppo di nuovi strumenti di indagine solleva importanti questioni giuridiche circa il loro utilizzo nel
procedimento di acquisizione delle prove, imponendo una serie di riflessioni sulla tenuta del sistema che deve garantire l’equilibrio tra esigenze pubbliche di accertamento dei fatti e tutela dei diritti individuali. Tra gli strumenti innovativi si annoverano il captatore
informatico, i sistemi di intelligenza artificiale, i software e gli algoritmi con finalità predittive o preventive utilizzati per prevedere il compimento di fatti illeciti e la loro localizzazione, individuare le zone da sottoporre a controllo o da presidiare, elaborare profili criminali
individuali o riconoscere una macchina come autore/vittima di un reato. La trattazione affronta anche il delicato tema della dematerializzazione dei beni e delle valute - come criptovalute, files o pagine web allocate su server esteri - quali “res” oggetto di provvedimenti
di sequestro.
Digital Forensics for Legal Professionals provides you with a guide to digital technology forensics in plain English. In the authors' years of experience in working with attorneys as digital forensics experts, common questions arise again and again: “What do I ask for?? “Is
the evidence relevant?? “What does this item in the forensic report mean?? “What should I ask the other expert?? “What should I ask you?? “Can you explain that to a jury?? This book answers many of those questions in clear language that is understandable by nontechnical people. With many illustrations and diagrams that will be usable in court, they explain technical concepts such as unallocated space, forensic copies, timeline artifacts and metadata in simple terms that make these concepts accessible to both attorneys and
juries. The authors also explain how to determine what evidence to ask for, evidence might be that could be discoverable, and the methods for getting to it including relevant subpoena and motion language. Additionally, this book provides an overview of the current
state of digital forensics, the right way to select a qualified expert, what to expect from a qualified expert and how to properly use experts before and during trial. Includes a companion Web site with: courtroom illustrations, and examples of discovery motions Provides
examples of direct and cross examination questions for digital evidence Contains a reference of definitions of digital forensic terms, relevant case law, and resources for the attorney
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